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Abstract 

Sex difference is a divine initiative that is meant for the optimum development of human kind. 
However, Society has capitalized on certain characteristics of the sexes as well as exploited same 
for the oppression of particularly the female gender. This, womenfolk regard as crime of 
patriarchy against matriarchy. This work seeks to examine the social conception of gender 
signification and proposes that meaningful progress depends on the willingness of the genders to 
engage in honest dialogue. 
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Introduction 

Human life is structured in relation to the aspirations and expectations or constraints 
which the Society designs for the two sexes. Emile Durkheim calls this phenomenon “Social 
Fact” due to the coercive influence it imposes on people (p. 7). According to Eakins and Eakins 
(1978), sex refers to the biological difference between “females and males” – differences in the 
genetic and reproductive functions” (p.4). The society has invented certain attributes around the 
sexes to sustain the ethics of each system. The male and female beings are assigned distinct 
characteristics and are evaluated differently, depending on social worth. This work proves the 
nature of sex difference and interrogated its impact on gender relations within intellectual space. 

Society's Social Perception of Sex Difference 

To a larger extent, the Society determines an individual's responses to reality. Eakins and 
Eakins (1978) corroborate this notion when they stated that “Our Religious, Educational and 
political Institutions promulgate attitudes along sexist biases…patterned behavior from our 
unwritten but ever present cultural files of what females do and what males do” (p.5). 

The above confirms the comment by Hess et al, (1985) that “the character of our 
relationship with others is strongly influenced by nature of our environment” (P.178). Their 
survey shows one outstanding consequence of fragmenting human beings along gender roles. 
“We become gendered persons living in the gendered world, thinking gendered thought. 
Depending on the culture, these gendered roles can overlap or be so different that men and women 
have difficulty in understanding one another's experience” (p.193). This affirms Webster's 
definition of gender as “socially constructed difference which forms the basis of inequality, 
oppression and exploitation between the sexes” (p.72). 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that individual responses to reality are more or less 
external manifestation of gender roles which have been internalized over a period of time. A 
research conducted by Rosencrantz et al (1968) on sex role stereotype reveals that the male is 
readily accepted as being active, aggressive, ambitious, dominant and independent while the 
female is to be gentle, emotional, quiet or talkative, caring but insecure (p.291). Okereke (1998) 
affirms this when she shows the differential treatment colonial education meted to both sexes. It 
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stressed feminine qualities of gentleness and morality for the female while masculine qualities 
of the “valor, fearlessness, boldness, aggressiveness, endurance” were emphasized for the 
male. Since education virtually prepared the female for the service of men, black women both in 
Africa and in the Diaspora “have become late comers on the political, economic and literary 
spheres” (p.117-8). 

As a result of this, gender ascription has featured prominently in both oral and written 
literature from the classical to the Elizabethan and down to the modern age, with the male 
presented as the voice of literary enterprise. African literature was loaded with the “male voice” 
until the rise of feministic works in African literature. In essence, the male and female children 
are socialized differently: The former is grounded to be a conqueror while the latter is trained to 
serve his needs. The prominence given to male traits as attributes that are positively valued has 
culminated in the institutionalization of male dominance. The female is planted in domestic 
space as a wife and mother, positions which are sustained by the assumption that she lacks 
abstract thinking skills for public life when compared with men. This accounts for the 
centralization of male experiences as universal and the consequent marginalization of female 
issues in most spheres of human endeavor prominently in both oral and written literature from 
the classical to the Elizabethan and down to the modern age, with the male presented as the 
voice of literary enterprise. African literature was loaded with the “male voice” until the rise 
of feministic works in African literature. In essence, the male and female children are 
socialized differently: The former is grounded to be a conqueror while the latter is trained to 
serve his needs. The prominence given to male traits as attributes that are positively valued has 
culminated in the institutionalization of male dominance. The female is planted in domestic 
space as a wife and mother, positions which are sustained by the assumption that she lacks 
abstract thinking skills for public life when compared with men. This accounts for the 
centralization of male experiences as universal and the consequent marginalization of female 
issues in most spheres of human endeavor. 

The privilege of the male, Head (1977) adds, means that females are identified as “need 
meter to others” (p.69). Rousseau (1974) popularized this in Emile where, he advocated that the 
women's education must be planned in relation to male. Human existence therefore, from its 
earliest time, emphasized the male-female dichotomy as scholarship in various fields of 
intellectual endeavor shows. In Judeo-Christian worldview, both sexes are created equal but the 
female is subdued under the male as a result of the fall, especially since an aspect of the curse 
stipulates that “(her) desire shall be to thy husband and he shall rule over thee” (Gen 3:16). Ever 
since, “the daughters of Eve” appear to be condemned by providence to dependence and 
invisibility, a motif which receives a temporary relief in the regenerative role of the Virgin 
Mary. This, female as both the serpent whose subtlety destroys her male counterpart and the 
saint who provides the channel for Redemption of Humankind is the greatest legacy Religion 
has given to world literature. This readily explains why gender theories from classical to the 
modern age maintain male power and female subordination. 

Drama, for instance, from its origin also emphasized sex difference because being a 
component of ritual, the female was considered unfit for his sacred act. Thespsis, the first 
known actor in Ancient Greece was male and even when Aeschylus and Sophocles introduced 
the second and third characters, respectively, (Brocket 82) to enlarge the plot and add the variety 
which the one-man performer could not achieve; female presence was seen a violation of 

decorum. Even when the three major Greek tragedians later decided to create female roles, 
women were fixed in the domestic space as conflict agents who caused the catastrophe of kings. 

There is no doubt that the unequal treatment of the sexes is socially determined in 
accordance with society's perception of what woman is. Althusses' (1971) “ideology and 
ideological state apparatuses”, an essay in his work Lenin and Philosophy and other Essays 
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explains this situation. He uses ISA to explain and illustrate how social regulation can 
effectively coerce people to willingly partake in their own exploitation (p. 171-2). This is why 
the deployment of gender issue in literature, depending on the consensus provided by society 
has assumed an ideological position in contemporary scholarship. Indeed, gender signification 
has infiltrated every aspect of human endeavor and literature is invoked to maintain its 
relevance. 

These gender roles, interestingly, were designed by men on behalf of women because 
the female voice was muted in literature from the classical to the beginning of the modern age. 
Yet this does not mean that women were not writing. Seen basically as “the angle of the house”, 
the Victorian house wife wrote as a hobby. She used writing to express her inner expression on a 
relief from drudgery of domestic life. But by this time she came to self-awareness, she lacked “a 
room of one's own”. An expression which Woolf (1957) in the book by the same title used to 
refer to the space and the freedom that a woman needs in order to adequately articulate her 
impression about life. 

In the words of Eziegbo (1996), the problems which follow the female as an inferior 
human being are rooted on the insistence by the society that “ a woman's body makes a woman” 
(p. 8). Thus, men use their privileged position in the society to exploit women by subsuming 
their selfhood under designed mode of existence. They are conceived as wives and mothers and 
stigmatized as prostitutes or courtesans because sexuality is the primary index for measuring 
their worth. The distributionalisation of male dominance implies that the female is expected by 
tradition to remain a marginal creature. Levin (1986) examines this problem with the Judeo- 
Christian context in an essay entitled “Women  as  Scapegoats  of  culture and  Cult…” 

Since patriarchy is a viral component of all cultures which cuts across race and class, 
black women in America, The Caribbean have experienced severe oppression even though their 
problems go beyond ascription. And despite the attempt by black scholars and historian like 
W.E.B. Dubious, Carter G. Woodson, John Franklin Frazier and others to revoke western myths 
about blackness, the pressure form the dominant Anglo-Saxon culture sustained the denigration 
of blacks in the new world for three centuries. How the exploitation of the blacks affected 
women most since they lack bodily self-determination. Patriarchy regards women as a part of a 
male estate; and so, women as writers and characters have confronted the status quo over their 
oppression. This challenge to male authority has produced Chiweizu's (1990) Anatomy of 
female power where he inverts conventional definition of male authority, dismissing it as a 
force. 

Female exploitation is sustained by tradition because her oppression has become a 
social fact. This accounts for the veneration and vilification of women in all cultures and the 
resultant lower-social status that “makes them vulnerable to pressure or coercion in sexuality” 
Sadik, (1996. p.3). 

Head (1977) attributes this situation, to the fact that tradition has entrenched male power 
by delegating to men “a supreme position in the tribe while women (are) regarded in a 
congenital sense as being an inferior form of human life” (p.92). The superior position accorded 
to men sustains their patriarchal conception of women and the society's perception which 
necessitate the geocentric re-interpretation of the male critical theory by women writers and 
critics necessitate the geocentric re-interpretation of the male critical theory by women writers 
and critics. 

Sex Difference on Gender Relations: Feminist/Pluralist 
Implication 

The instances on and the exploitation of sex difference to suppress an aspect to the 
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human society, women in this instance, are fundamental to social relations. This is because the 
exposure to formal western education has sharpened women's consciousness. It has proved that 
silence is not a virtue for women; a fact that destroys the Beti proverbs which says that “women 
have no Mouth” (Okereke,1998). Speech in this situation is a sign of authority. It is a description 
of male discourse and an act of self-assertion aimed at reclaiming the power which the female 
lost when her voice was asphyxiated. 

Since feminism is a reactionary ideology, feminist writers seek to re-design the world in 
order to reflect women's experience. This, according to Tan (1994), consists in creating a world 
whose “all forms of oppression and all forms of humans harming humans are eliminated”. 
Explaining the new agenda further, she states that this “means we interrupt oppression every 
time we see it. It means recognizing our significance, knowing we can make the difference…” 
(p.12-13).This world is not a utopia of escape neither is it necessarily a battlefield for the sexes. 
Rather, it is an opportunity for the genders to re-examine the basis of social conception of sex 
difference in order to explore avenues for realistic co-operation. Gender discipline is 
necessitated by the fact that women see their roles beyond care-givers and need-meters to men. 
They realized that an awareness of their inhumanity places a demand on them to ensure that 
things go well for them as a group. This is because “Sexism devalues our humanness, our 
goodness, ability and power as female and encourages us to compete to get male attention” 
Stefanos (1996, p.5). The issue is that sex difference has been exploited for centuries to sustain 
men's dominion over women and the latter's seemingly providential ability to internalized and 
transcend suffering as a natural human condition. This situation prompted the National Council 

on Women's Right while meeting in Brazil on 26
th 
August, 1986 to launch a campaign against the 

suppression of women in the social system. Consequently, the pluralist introduced by feminism 
has brought the “monolithic model of rationality, authenticity and truth”. Since the female in 
literature is a male creation, feminist criticism has utilized the “internally persuasive language 
“to interrogate the authoritative male voice which sustains gender differentiation and its 
exploitation for the oppression of women. 

Therefore, feminism, which Bardwick (1980, p.5) describes as “an implicit rejection of 
the lifestyle created by strongly coercive norms that defines and restricts what women are and 
can do” seeks to recreate the female story. Feminist poetics, according to Elaine Showalter has 
been divided into two distinct phases: the feminine criticism and gynocriticism. The former 
regards women as readers of literature and sees all literary creations as emanating from the male 
imagination but latter ignores the male critical theory and recreates as well as celebrating all 
aspects of women experience (Price and Waugh , p.93-5). 

In practice, feminism depends on the context of human experience of the realities of each 
society for understanding even though the oppression of women is a universal phenomenon. 
Radical feminism advocates a female culture which subvert male culture exemplified by the 
rejection of heterosexual relationship. It is anti-men and popularized lesbianism as a viable 
alternative to heterosexual relations. Radical feminism is treated in the works of western 
feminists such as Virginia Woolf, Elaine Showalter, Julia Kristeve, Carolyn Heibrum, Shirley 
Anderner, Adrienne Rich among many others. Their view contrasts womanism in which is 
black-centered and accomodationist. Black writers and critics who employ womanism in their 
works include Zora Neale Hurston, Lorraine Hensbery, Toni Morrison, Paul Marshall, Flora 
Nwapa, Zulu Sofola, Buchi Emecheta, Tess Onwueme and a few others. 

The entry of women into creative enterprise has challenged tradition as the basis of 
women's powerlessness. This means that, women's right to speech and their commitment to 
retaining power over the world has problematized gender relation. The male and the female 
viewpoints in literary scholarship are plagued by varying degrees of insecurity consciousness; 
each group has shown a desperate effort to be heard which tends to effect subject of discourse. 
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The problematized gender relation suggests that women scholars and theorists are 
constantly exploring a grammar of possibilities with which to signify the multifaceted 
nature of women experience. The home video is the latest tool for the exploitation of 
sex difference to deform women, a situation discussed by many scholars. This shows 
that gender dialogue must extend to the electronic media through the participation of 
women directors and producers in films. The commercialization of female sexuality 
through the electronic media notwithstanding, the print media has remained an 
outstanding medium for few writers to stamp their creative impacts on the literary 
scene. 

From the foregoing, the social conception of sex difference has promoted 
literary dialogue between the genders. But in most cases each gender is constrained by 
the insistence on sex difference and its exploitation for the fragmentation of human 
experience. Since both patriarchy and feminism thrive on chaos, the panacea for 
gender warfare is a synthesis of the male and female viewpoints because the pluralism 
of human experience imbued in the unity of the sexes is fundamental to the development 
of human kind. 

Conclusion 

It is clear that no society can survive without its women, so people should 
accept women's complementary role to men rather than enforce sex difference. There 
is the need to create genuine dialogue which is found in Osammor (1996) The Triumph 
of Water Lily. It is useful to recognize gender difference, but it is unnecessary to 
exploit it for the suppression of any gender. Human relations should be placed above 
the limitations, exploitations and the acrimonies which the generalized and 
sexualized nature of our society brings on the sexes. There should be an egalitarian 
society where women are neither spineless creatures nor demons' incarnate, but 
credible individuals. In the same vein, men are not oppressors of women but partners 
in progress. Consequently, men and women of any class ought to accept each other 
as rational beings that embody nature's limitless resource on equal proportion. This 
awareness will foster greater understanding between the genders and also address 
injustices of the past which were authenticated by tradition unnecessary to exploit it for 
the suppression of any gender. Human relations should be placed above the 
limitations, exploitations and the acrimonies which the generalized and sexualized 
nature of our society brings on the sexes. There should be an egalitarian society 
where women are neither spineless creatures nor demons' incarnate, but credible 
individuals. In the same vein, men are not oppressors of women but partners in 
progress. Consequently, men and women of any class ought to accept each other as 
rational beings that embody nature's limitless resource on equal proportion. This 
awareness will foster greater understanding between the genders and also address 
injustices of the past which were authenticated by tradition. 
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